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Management Summary
Popular thinking often can be wrong. You might think that the weather this past winter (or summer)
was the worst on record or that the latest fashion trend or color is “oh so new”. Unfortunately, a lot of
conclusions may seem right, based upon your personal experience. For example, if you have lived in a
given location for a decade or two, then you very well may have experienced the worst weather during
your tenure at that location. However, when one looks more closely at the available recorded weather
data, often the highest or lowest recorded temperatures or snow amounts, etc., for a given locale happened
50 or 100 years ago. The same can be said of fashion. A lot of what is considered “fresh and new” may
have its origins decades ago and has returned to popularity. Maybe it has been created anew by someone
who has no roots in the past or, just maybe, someone intentionally is bringing back something from the
past. Time provides increasingly valid perspectives. This also is true for what we now think of as enterprise computing and cloud infrastructure.
Enterprise computing is an amalgamation of two words, one relatively new and one older than most
of us. Enterprise has many meanings, from a reference to a Star Trek starship to one meaning “really big
business”. This latter meaning has its origins in the last couple of decades, especially when expressed as
enterprise class, meaning something good enough
for a large corporation or other business entity.
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Setting the Enterprise Stage
Unless you have been personally involved in
IT for a decade (or two) or more, you might think
that “cloud thinking” is a new happening of the
last decade and one whose origin can be traced
backed to the post-Y2K “Internet era”. Cloud
computing has had many names, most going back
to eras before we spoke of clouds as shared available computing resources. Just because the terminology was different or because you are not
familiar with those earlier eras does not mean that
cloud thinking is a new 21st-century concept.
Much of what we expect and desire today from
cloud infrastructure has its origins in mainframe developments over the last five decades.
This is the subject of this paper – the mainframe as the mother of cloud thinking.1
While there are many historical references in
what follows and most of this was brought into
focus by this week’s fiftieth anniversary of the
IBM mainframe, this paper is about enterprise
cloud computing today. As you will find out, I
contend that much present-day cloud thinking
can be traced to many of the mainframe’s
stepping stones set in the past.
IBM certainly did not invent the computer
nor was the IBM System/360 (S/360) the first
commercially successful computer or the first
“mainframe” for that matter. However, as a
benchmark of modern commercial computing,
there is little dispute that IBM’s announcement of
the S/360 in 1964 met the burning needs of the
world’s largest businesses and government agencies in a most extraordinary way. The values that
made the S/360 so important, so pervasive, and so
successful after it was announced – scalability,
flexibility, security, resilience, and costeffectiveness – are the very same as those characteristics are valued and important today, and will
be in the future. In modern terms, these are the
characteristics of enterprise-class computing
and, therefore, also are characteristics of
enterprise-class cloud computing.
If your tenure in IT is less than a couple of
decades, you need to realize that almost all credit
1

The use of the term mainframe within this paper refers to
large-scale (relatively speaking), centralized computing and
data processing systems typically found in many larger enterprises and government agencies. They most frequently are
used as systems of record and serve as the primary processor
of secure, mission-critical transactions and as the secure repository of important business data. Its antecedents are the big
room-sized boxes enclosed behind glass walls. Unless otherwise stated, all uses of “mainframe” in this paper refer to
IBM’s mainframe technology.
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or debit card transaction anywhere in the world
eventually will be processed by a mainframe (or,
more than likely, several); almost every airline
reservation is eventually processed by a mainframe; and almost every claim payment made by
large-scale insurers is at some point processed by
a mainframe. It is very likely that every person
living in any developed nation, and a good many
others, has an interaction every day with a mainframe, usually without their knowledge.
This is the story of the IBM mainframe as
superior enterprise-class cloud infrastructure.
Read on to learn about where we are today and
the IBM mainframe’s most significant technical
enterprise cloud milestones along the way. However, if all you seek right now is information on
how IBM’s zEnterprise2 is offered today as a
superior enterprise cloud solution, jump ahead
to page 13, but you’ll be missing out on many of
the details of what makes the mainframe so
special as an enterprise cloud platform.

zEnterprise – The Mainframe as Cloud
Infrastructure
In the IT blogosphere, the mention of mainframe and anything cloud are infrequently paired
in the same sentence, except perhaps to deny its
applicability.3 In the vast spectrum of marketing
noise surrounding cloud computing, the dominant
discussion of the de facto Linux platform (x86)
suggests (again) that mainframes are obsolete.
Tell me again, when will the last mainframe be
unplugged?
Enterprise technology transformation can be a
significant driver of new business and IT strategies required to reach new clients or customers,
while also allowing the enterprise to distinguish
itself from its competition by the quality and
security that it provides through IT service delivery. To be successful at this game, CIOs must do
the following.
 Deal with new delivery models and their
demands.
 Address the explosive demand for mobile
access in its many forms.
2

In today’s parlance, zEnterprise is the current brand name for
IBM’s System z family of mainframes.
3
An exception to this, of course, are the reports of The Clipper
Group, which have discussed this topic since before
the term “cloud” was first used as IT terminology. See and
read between the lines of Using zSeries as a Grid Server Many Unexplored Possibilities for the Enterprise in The
Clipper Group Navigator dated March 23, 2003 and available at http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2003012.pdf.
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Exhibit 1 — IBM Mainframe as Ultimate Enterprise Cloud

Source: IBM

 Manage and exploit the massive volumes
of data that the interconnected world is
generating.
 Mitigate the risk to the security of enterprise
systems and clients’ or customers’ data
while responding to their demands.
 And most importantly, manage and merge
these new technological demands cost effectively while keeping up with the accelerating pace of business.
For those who currently have zEnterprise
systems as the core of their IT infrastructure and
recognize the value of the mainframe in their
enterprise, the answer surely must lie therein. But
even for skeptics, the demonstrated flexibility of
the mainframe over the last fifty years of its evolution, marked by a number of revolutionary
technology milestones leading to the present,
cannot be ignored. What may be less clear to
most who are not “mainframe insiders” is that
many of these milestones were the foundations
for what we now consider to be cloud computing and cloud thinking.
Even if you aren’t old enough to remember
the mantra of the late 1960s and early 1970s
“Don’t trust anyone over 30,” you most likely do
realize that eras and age tend to define common
beliefs, whether they are true or not. Fast forward
to the present and, for IT, that mantra now might

be “Don’t use technology that is more than a few
years old.” Of course, almost everything new has
been built upon prior invention and technology.
However, there is some truth in that revised
mantra. You surely don’t want to use any technology that has failed to reinvent itself into a contemporary present-day offering and truly has gone
stale. Thus, if the today’s IBM mainframe hadn’t
improved and evolved every few years over the
last five decades, the product surely would have
grown stale, and then shriveled and died. Of
course, the opposite is true. The IBM mainframe is alive and well and still evolving into
new uses and being deployed by new
customers as well as traditional mainframe
customers.
Much of this new growth has been in what
IBM calls “new workloads”, meaning beyond the
legacy applications that have been in place for
many years and run mostly on z/OS. Most of
these new workloads have a contemporary bend
to them, as most are Internet-facing; an increasing
number are engaged with mobile (smartphone
and tablet) endpoints4; and many are open and
cloud-like in what they deliver and support.
4

For more on accessing mainframe data from mobile devices,
see The Clipper Group Navigator dated April 23, 2013,
entitled Enabling Your Mainframe Data on Mobile Devices,
available at
.
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Today’s mainframe is a contemporary product and should not be dismissed arbitrarily as
being too old to be useful.
Additionally, in recent years many common
myths have been dispelled by many users, by
those in the analyst community, and by IBM.
 The mainframe is not more expensive on
a unit cost basis5 with sufficient volumes
of transactions and data. The software
stack for Linux applications running on a
mainframe is comparable to those on nonmainframe platforms and performs much
better as the number of virtual servers multiplies.
 The mainframe is not a closed architecture, in spite of what many critics are saying. It offers a rich environment for getting
enterprise work done and now has been extended to incorporate Linux, Windows, and
AIX operating environments (in addition to
z/OS, z/VM, and other native mainframe
operating systems), as will be explained
later.
 The mainframe is not a difficult development of contemporary applications.6
In this paper, I will not dwell on these myths to
any great extent, as my focus is on the mainframe
as the mother of many things we now call
“cloud”, but you should consider these myths to
have been busted unless you have first-hand evidence to the contrary.
For those readers without significant
System z experience, IBM’s mainframe Linux
solutions (much more detail to follow) offer the
ideal point of consolidation for all Linux workloads certified for Linux on System z.7 When
compared to other platforms, IBM mainframe
Linux delivers more effective management
and delivery of services, lower environmental
costs, and much more efficient use of technical
staff resources.
The decisions that control the choices
for deployment of cloud infrastructure are as
much economic as technical. In this decision
5

For example, cost per 1000 secured transactions or cost per
virtual image deployed.
6
For a review of the recent development process enhancements for zEnterprise systems, see Agile Application
Development on System z — Is It Keeping Up with
Your Business? in The Clipper Group Navigator
dated
December
13,
2013
and
available
at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2013024.pdf.
7
There currently are over 3000 ISVs that supply and support
these applications, many of which have been ported from
UNIX and Windows servers.
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equation, the mainframe as the core of cloud
infrastructure usually can be demonstrated to
be the most cost-effective and efficient
deployment model to meet the demands of the
technology transformations now required by
all enterprises.
It is also important to understand that a System z-based cloud infrastructure fundamentally is
multi-dimensional. It is not limited to being just
the host for applications – but can play a number
of other rolls as well. (See Exhibit 1, at the top of
the previous page.) For instance, it can serve as
the reference platform for mobile applications
with which mobile app developers, with no mainframe experience, could be offered a variety of
services and interfaces that provide secure access
to mainframe processes, databases, and management facilities. And, as I have already suggested
above, using the mainframe as a development
platform is yet another opportunity to maximize
efficiency by exploiting unutilized resources.
There is more to zEnterprise as the multidimensional enterprise cloud than just Linux on
System z, but enterprise-class Linux clouds are
the focus of most of this paper.
Thus, the concepts of enterprise-class IT
infrastructure, cloud computing, and missioncritical workloads (applications) and data all
come together when the need for an enterprise
cloud is discussed, and so they will be in this paper. If you seek a superior enterprise-class cloud
offering, please read on.

Mainframe Milestones Define
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure
If one were to list all of the innovations of the
IBM mainframe over the last 50 years, that list
would have many hundreds to several thousand
items. Instead, I have chosen seven significant
technological milestones from the history of
IBM’s enterprise-class mainframe computer to
use as a backdrop to make my case about today’s
mainframe as superior computing and delivery
platform for enterprise-class cloud deployment.
(1) The introduction of “general purpose” systems, which began with the announcement of
System/360 in 1964.
(2) Large-scale virtualization beginning in
1965 with the System 360 Model 67 but
achieving widespread use in 1970 with the
System/370.
(3) A new partitioned architecture (for safer
sharing of resources) and a new technology
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base, including the introduction of LPARs
and PR/SM in 1990.
(4) A new hardware technology with a significant increase in core counts, beginning with
the adoption of CMOS-based8 processor
technologies in 1994.
(5) The integration of open systems technologies in 1999, in particular Linux, within
established mainframe operating environments, thus creating a mixed-mode mainframe.
(6) The stretching of the breadth of the mainframe with a hybrid9 offering that includes
tightly-coupled and managed Power
Systems and Systems x blades, with the
introduction in 2010 of the zEnterprise
BladeCenter Extension (zBX). This was a
fundamental redefinition of the scope of traditional mainframe computing.
(7) The contemporary selling of zEnterprise as
an enterprise cloud solution.
Each of these seven cloud-related milestones
from IBM’s mainframe evolution to the present
day will be described and detailed. As you will
see, this tends to be as much about software as
hardware, because cloud-thinking tends to underplay and even hide what’s in the hardware and
how it is being used. Please read on to see why
the IBM mainframe is the origin of cloud
thinking and the best enterprise-class cloud
platform.

(1) Setting the Stage – The Introduction of “General Purpose” Systems
In the early years, the “historical” mainframe
values, i.e., scalability, flexibility, resilience,
security, and cost-effectiveness, initially were
unrecognized because they were overshadowed
by the dramatic scope of the System/360’s
announcement in 1964 and also because they
could not be demonstrated or proven without an
established track record (which would not come
for several years). After all, the first S/360 wasn’t
delivered to a customer until late 1965. Sales and
marketing teams, including me, were told to “sell
the sizzle and not the steak” and there was plenty
of sizzle to be had with IBM’s announcement.
First was the 50:1 performance range of the family, initially consisting of six models. Second was
8

Complimentary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor.
The use of the term “hybrid” in the context of cloud computing implies the blending of private and public cloud facilities;
as will be explained later, I am using the term to apply to a
uniquely mainframe context.
9
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a full range of compatible and interchangeable
DASD10, tape, printers, and unit record I/O accessories11. Third, the systems were supported by
common operating systems, compilers, and utilities, and any program written for any model was
executable on all others without modification.
That still holds true today, any program written in
conformance to the 1964 architecture will execute
with no alterations required on any future mainframe, including today’s zEnterprise system, the
most current mainframe implementation.12
These were characteristics and virtues that
had not been demonstrated by any prior computer
system, whether from IBM or any of the others
then in the industry. The magic here was that the
design clearly separated the implementation from
the architecture. This is the architecture that prevails today and continues to protect IBM’s mainframe customers’ investments, both in hardware
assets and customized software, year after year.
Under the covers, each model was implemented
quite differently, but all were completely backward compatible.
The IBM Corporation had bet more than $5
billion dollars initially13 on System/360 as a general-purpose solution, and much, much more
through the decades. First and foremost, what
we call cloud computing today can be used for
a wide variety of purposes, i.e., this is the definition of a general-purpose platform. The
mainframe excels at enterprise-class generalpurpose computing (i.e., with many prioritized
applications running concurrently in a secure,
high-availability, high-integrity way, all while
utilizing available systems resources at extremely
high levels). This is the platinum standard for
enterprise computing, in general, and for enterprise-class cloud computing, in particular. All of
this began with the right enterprise-class ideas
10

Direct Access Storage Devices, as they were called for
many decades. These were the “hard drives” in today’s parlance, although some were actually “drums”, with a head per
track. Initially, these were physically huge and exceedingly
costly per megabyte of storage (as a gigabyte was unthinkably
large back in 1964).
11
Like a card reader/punch, which generically were called
unit record devices. For more background reading, see
.
12
Another significant factor was the ability to emulate the
prior generation systems, i.e., the IBM 1400 series on the
Model 30, and the IBM 7094 on the Model 65, thereby facilitating migration from these platforms to the S/360.
13
For a retrospective on the conception and launch of the
S/360, see
entitled
The Beginning of I.T. Civilization - IBM's System/360 Mainframe, dated March 30, 2004, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2004028.pdf.
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built into the System/360 mainframe. The
cloud had not yet been conceived, but the
needs to support it were present in 1964.

(2) Large-Scale Virtualization Emerges
A little hardware history is needed here.
When announced in 1964, the S/360 could not be
said to meet the definition of cloud computing on
any dimension, other than being general purpose
in nature. But the vision was there, although
certainly not articulated in cloud terms. After the
System/360 was announced, there was clear
momentum building in the marketplace, particularly among several leading universities, for a
time-sharing system, ostensibly to support computing services to multiple simultaneous users.
(This is another shared characteristic of what we
expect from a cloud computing platform today.)
The momentum culminated in the shipment
in May 1966 of the S/360 Model 67 and the Time
Sharing System (TSS/360) monitor. A radically
new design component, the Dynamic Address
Translation (DAT) box was introduced, which
enabled virtual memory addressing. (This is another shared cloud computing characteristic.)
Dynamic address translation and other architectural extensions unique to the Model 67 provided
users with a large address space, isolation of the
operating system from the user’s space, and most
importantly, multiple address spaces, the visages
of virtual machines. Are you seeing a cloud
pattern here?
The Model 67 was a giant step toward the
ideals of cloud computing; time-sharing was the
cloud computing paradigm of that era, as institutions wanted to deliver shared access to the mainframe, in essence, given each user what they
thought was a whole machine. The system had
limited success in the market principally because
the design and architecture were years ahead of
what the hardware and software technology could
deliver.14 Nonetheless, visions of what decades
later would be called cloud computing were rooted in this fertile soil.
With the introduction of Operating System/Virtual Storage 2 (with multiple virtual
address spaces) (OS/VS2 (MVS)) in 1974, virtualization technology was expanded in support of
the growing family of the System/370 Advanced
14

The marginal success of TSS/360 opened opportunities for
others, notably University of Michigan’s MTS, Stanford’s
ORVYL, WYLBUR, and MILTEN, and McGill’s RAX and
MUSIC, which also were distributed by IBM.
See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_Sharing_Option.
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Function systems.15 MVS, which lingers on for
some even today as the generic name for IBM’s
high-end mainframe operating system, introduced
support of multiple virtual address spaces and the
virtual memory facilities, as well as multiprocessing capabilities. Virtual addressing reduces
memory fragmentation (therefore enabling a
more efficient use of that resource and better isolation of tasks (jobs), provides a shared area for
inter-job communications and, as a consequence,
improves the system’s internal security. (Sound
familiar?)
Also at this time, MVS introduced the prioritization of workloads, wherein users could define
performance targets for programs, whether submitted as a batch job or one that was remotely
entered. The degree of shared memory management and automation was modest but they were
an essential step in the development of resource
sharing and elasticity capabilities needed for
cloud-like infrastructure.
VM – the Roots of the Mainframe Cloud
Take Hold
One of the key factors to IBM’s progressively
innovative strategy was the introduction of
VM/370 and its virtual machine architecture as a
fundamental element of its mainframe evolution
as a cloud platform. Virtualization of system
resources is key to their most efficient use and
contributes greatly to the flexibility and resiliency
of today’s cloud infrastructure.
When S/360 initially was announced, there
were no provisions to accommodate a robust
time-sharing environment that was being
demanded by a number of leading universities
and several big industrial players. IBM’s Cambridge Scientific Center in Massachusetts took on
an effort in 1966.16 The intent was to develop a
time-sharing system for internal use. (Emphasis
mine.)
Using an address translation mechanism
devised for a Model 40 as their first research platform, two independent, and sometimes confused,
software components were developed.
15

The System/370 (S/370) was the successor to the System/360. While there were many hardware improvements, I
have chosen not to write about them all here because, as I said
earlier, being cloud-like is more about software than hardware.
16
The primary source for many of the details in this section
are extracted from a presentation coauthored by Erich Amrehn
and James Elliott, which is available at

.
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 CP-40 – the Virtual Machine Control
Program – a virtualization hypervisor that is
able to create a virtual machine (CPU,
memory, mini-disks etc.) that replicates the
S/360 architecture. A copy of OS/360 or
DOS/360 operating systems could run on
these virtual machines quite transparently.17
 CMS – the Cambridge Monitor System – runs
in its own CP virtual machine and is the interactive component and the user interface. Initially, it supported development using Assembler, PL/I, and FORTRAN whose programs
could run on CMS or OS/360, a line-mode
editor, text processing, a command processor,
and utilities to manage the environment.
A version was created for the S/360 Model 67
called CP-67/CMS and was released with limited
support in the spring 1968, and was offered
commercially by several companies on a timesharing (fractional use) basis. (Yes, this was an
early cloud computing offering.) Most importantly, it became very popular throughout IBM internal sites. It was IBM’s first “open” system, distributed freely in source code format, and it was
user-friendly – most are requirements of today’s
cloud.
Those in sales, when first exposed to it, wondered why IBM was keeping it buried in the lab.
Instinctively, we knew that our customers would
love it; no market research was required. Finally,
when IBM announced virtual storage for S/370 in
August 1972, VM/370 joined OS/VS and DOS/VS
in support of the S/370 family. VM’s future
seemed secure and cloud computing really was
born.
VM has continued to grow and support the
mainframe as it has evolved over five decades to
its current state, from VM/370 in the 1970s,
VM/SP and VM/XA in the 1980s, VM/ESA in the
1990s, and now z/VM. Why is this important to
understand? An essential premise of this paper is
the evolution to a mainframe-based cloud environment would not have been possible without
VM. VM, as it evolved through several architectural extensions, provided higher degrees of
flexibility, enablement of self-provisioning,
responsiveness to individual user demands, and
more-effective resource utilization of the mainframe, thus extending it into environments and
application arenas never foreseen by the original
mainframe designers. Because the path to the
highly-virtualized present wasn’t a singular step
17

This is akin to running Linux in a VMware partition.
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but a progression of many steps, virtualization
will be discussed again in a later section.
Today, you can’t imagine operating a shared
cloud without it being virtualized; that’s the only
way to do it. The long-standing champion and
enterprise standard for all things virtual is the
IBM mainframe. Once again, the cloud moniker had not yet been invented, but the origins
of today’s virtualized world can be traced
back to the 1960s and to many concepts (like
time sharing) and features (like virtualization)
added to the later members and successors of
the System/360.

(3) A New Partitioned Architecture and
Technology Base
IBM mainframe generations continued to be
announced and used throughout the 1970s, 1980s,
and 1990s. There were many hardware enhancements and architectural improvements along the
way, too many to discuss herein. The effect was
to expand the performance envelope, not only for
the total system but also for individual applications. As a result, the mainframe was able to
reach further into the enterprise, thus expanding
opportunities for improved business process
optimization.
The year 1990 marked another major architectural extension, LPARs (Logical Partitioning)
and PR/SM (Processor Resource/Systems Manager), with the announcement of the System/390,
as exemplified by the ES/9000 processor family18,
and the high-end supported by a new version
of the operating system, MVS/ESA SP
(MVS/Extended System Architecture-System
Product). Each LPAR operates like an independent system running its own operating environment and is essential to the management of everincreasing processor capacities, thus an essential
element of the cloud computing paradigm. The
PR/SM function is implemented in the hardware
as a Type 1 hypervisor and is the means of
enabling LPARs to share and dynamically add or
delete physical resources (including processors,
memory, and I/O).
Together, LPARs and PR/SM created the virtual environment that is familiar today – the one
that other systems want to be when they describe
their server environments as “mainframe-like”.
18

Initially, the family included entry level rack-mounted,
midrange air-cooled, and high-end water-cooled systems up to
6-way multiprocessors. Optionally, vector processors were
available which enabled supercomputer-level (for that time)
scientific and engineering applications.
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In reality, none do it as well as the IBM mainframe. And, yes, the mainframe’s LPARs and
PR/SM have enabled it to deliver enterpriseclass cloud computing environments, certainly
appropriate where more mundane, supposedly
good-enough-computing really isn’t good
enough.

(4) New Hardware Technologies
Increase Core Counts
In the early 1990s, IBM made a monumental
switch from Bipolar to CMOS hardware technologies. At the time, the goal was to make the new
platforms with equal or higher capacity of the
prior generation, but this took more than a couple
of years to achieve. There’s a lot of history here
that I am skipping in the name of expediency, but
certain points are worth mentioning in the journey
to today’s cloud. First, the number of processors19 in a system began to explode, from a handful to 10 or more. Virtualization hardware and
software allowed these to be partitioned and used
by many independent applications. Having many
cores presents a technical and administrative
cloud challenge – exactly how to manage each of
them without the overhead becoming overly burdensome.
In April 1994, IBM announced the first generation of the new family, System/390 Parallel
Enterprise Server models.20 But it would not be
until 1998 with the delivery of the G5 models,
with up to a 10-way (10 cores) multiprocessor,
that IBM was able to deliver at the performance
level of its prior family and match that of its
mainframe competitors.
Out of necessity to deal with the “too small”
early CMOS processors and with a clear
inventive motivation to enable processor-toprocessor communication (even across great distances), Parallel Sysplex technologies were add19

Depending on where you started and how long you have
been in the industry, the concept of a processor has had different meanings. Mainframers tend to call these engines. In
other realms, they are processors. Each refers to a physical
chip. In the old days, there tended to be one (then two) execution engines on a physical chip. In recent years, depending on
the underlying architecture, there may be 20 or more of these
execution engines on a single processor. Today, these execution engines often are called cores.
20
The scope of the announcement included the S/390 Parallel
Transaction Server, the S/390 Parallel Query Server, a highspeed coupling facility, and a number of software enhancements, including DB2. The architecture was designed to couple up to 32 system images in the Sysplex. The capabilities of
the Parallel Sysplex facility continue to be enhanced and form
the basis of IBM’s mainframe real-time backup and recovery
systems offerings.
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ed. This allowed the creation of extensible pools
of processing capacity and a vehicle for remote
failover of running applications. These enhanced
the value of IBM mainframe cloud-like solution,
but still not yet expressed in cloud terminology.
New systems were being designed for easy
upgradability by the use of common building
blocks, pluggable (attachable) components, and
microcode-enabling of additional capacity and
new functions. These greatly improved systems
availability by substantially eliminating the need
to disrupt normal operations – the ultimate goal
being continuous availability for all users, just
what every enterprise wants for their cloud infrastructure.
In this era, the industry-leading IBM S/39021
CMOS Cryptographic Coprocessor chip was
introduced, which received the U.S. government’s highest certification for commercial security at that time, a FIPS Level 4 certification.
These and subsequent cryptographic capabilities
would be made available to any operating environment for which it was enabled and are of great
value to SSL-secured communications, which are
very important to Internet-facing application.
The benefits of connecting cores together,
both nearby and afar, and being able to fail
over from one to another seamlessly, and
securing data through encryption, are among
today’s enterprise-class cloud requirements.
Once again the foundational features needed
for good cloud computing can be traced back
to the IBM mainframe.

(5) The Integration of Open Systems
Technologies Gives Birth to MixedMode Mainframe
While a student at the University of Helsinki
in 1991, Linus Torvalds began development of an
operating system kernel as a POSIX-compliant22
free alternative to the commercial distributions of
UNIX, which were subject to licensing fees.
Known as Linux, an amalgam of his first name
and UNIX, it originally was developed for Intel
x86-based computers, but quickly spread to other
platform architectures. IBM’s lab in Boeblingen,
21

The System/390 (S/390) was the successor to the S/370 and
308x IBM mainframes.
22
Portable Operating System Interface", a family of standards
specified by the IEEE for maintaining compatibility between
operating systems.
POSIX defines the application
programming interface (API), along with command line shells
and utility interfaces, for software compatibility with
variants of UNIX and other operating systems.
See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/POSIX.
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Germany, began development on a collection of
patches and additions to the then current Linux
kernel to port it to the S/390 architecture and this
was released to interested parties in December
1999. This was quickly followed by the development and release of the Integrated Facility for
Linux (IFL), to be available as special feature of
the then current G5 and G6 high-end mainframe
systems. The IFL processor was limited to run
only under Linux or VM/ESA, but with no
degradation of processor speed, and was priced
well below a standard (unrestricted) S/390 processor (otherwise, the hardware was the same).
By a stroke of genius, or just a set of fortunate
circumstances, IBM’s mainframe engineers had
created a mixed-mode platform, i.e., a system that
could run multiple architectures simultaneously,
transparently, and interchangeably.23 With Linux
running on a mainframe core, a vast new universe
was opened up for the mainframe and allowed it
to participate robustly in the open systems world
dominated by x86 architectures and open systems
programming models. An IFL running VM
enabling multiple Linux on System z virtual
machines (images) easily can be recognized as
a cloud in its own right, with each image simulating the whole system. VM with Linux on
System z took the best of the mainframe and
made it available to all Linux applications and
users. As the acceptance of the Linux on System
z became evident, IBM announced that it would
be investing $1B in Linux development over the
next several years, including a well-staffed organization to support its extensions for the mainframe
and its other system platforms. Clearly, enhanced cloud-like thinking was present in
many ways on the IBM mainframe early in the
21st-century.
In October 2000, IBM announced the first of
the zSeries mainframe systems, which notably
extended application program addressability to
64-bits and 16 exabytes of address space, all
while remaining upward compatibility with 24-bit
and 31-bit programming. The zSeries z900 was
capable of expansion to 16 processors24,
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including any mix of standard z/architecture processors and IFLs. This was followed by the z800
in February 200225, a 4-way processor, including
an IFL-only model that would run only z/VM and
Linux. This action was a significant and clear
demonstration of IBM’s commitment to lowering
the cost of computing, expanding into new application domains outside traditional mainframe
applications, and broadening the appeal of the
zSeries to non-mainframe clients, in particular
those who wanted to run a lot of Linux images.
At a very attractive TCO, this new model offered
an ideal platform for consolidation of Linux
workloads, particularly those running on x86
servers typical of small-to-medium cloud implementations. The need to provision and deprovision Linux images easily and quickly is at
the heart of the requirements for a compute cloud.
It was now possible without a lot of traditional
mainframe knowledge or skills.
Virtualization is “Real”
A mixture of amusement and dyspeptic agitation befalls me whenever I read something about
the miracle of virtualized environments among
the minions of the x86 devoted as the solution for
all of today’s IT problems. Every once in a while
they need a reality check because IBM has been
doing this on mainframes for almost 50 years. It
is so imbedded in the mainframe experience that
we take it for granted.
Virtualization is not optional on System z
mainframe. The first layer, an imbedded hypervisor if you will, is provided by PR/SM, which is
the means to deploy LPARs, up to 60 in the latest
generation zEnterprise EC12. LPARs are defined
with a mix of virtual (or dedicated real) resources:
processors, memory, network, I/O devices, and a
priority. Importantly, these resources may be
shared dynamically and the total of the virtual
resources allocated may very well exceed the
total real resources of the system. This is central
to essential nature of mainframes being capable
of continuous running at near full capacity whenever demanded, regardless of application workload mix. It also is essential to the ability to
recover very quickly, essentially transparently, if

23

IBM mainframes had been running multiple operating environments simultaneously for some time, but these tended to be
IBM-provided mainframe operating systems. With the addition of Linux, an open environment, mixed-mode took on a
wider and more important meaning. Some called this “hybrid
processing”, although I will reserve that term for a later milestone.
24
Over the life of the mainframe the use of the words “processors”, “engines”, and the more contemporary, “cores” have
been used somewhat interchangeably. The all refer to the

most discrete physical computational element within a computer.
25
The Clipper Group has published numerous papers on IBM
systems, storage, and related technologies. The first of the
zSeries is cited here. See The Clipper Group Navigator
entitled IBM Takes The Wrap Off of Raptor – Smaller zSeries
Mainframe Targets New Users, dated February 18, 2002, and
available at
.
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any of the system’s resources become crippled or
unavailable, whether planned or unplanned.
Any of System z’s supporting operating systems can be loaded into an LPAR; thus supporting one or more copies of z/OS, z/VM, z/VSE, or
z/TPF. A double tier of virtualization is provided
by z/VM when its virtual machines are defined as
z/OS, z/VSE, z/TPF, or Linux on System z, the
latter generally now defined to execute only on
the IFL processors26. Within the context of z/VM
and Linux on System z, many hundreds of Linux
server images may be deployed on a core, limited
only by the real resources available to that LPAR
pool, there being no architectural limit imposed
either the System z hardware or software.
Evolution of the Mainframe Family
Continues, with Cloud Implications
In 2008, IBM produced the double whammy
by introducing the zSeries z10EC in February
followed by the z10BC in October. The z10EC
processor speed was improved to 4.4gHz, ten additional user configurable processors were added
scaling in five models from 12-way to a maximum of 64-way, resulting in over 30,000 MIPS
total capacity. Main memory range was extended
to 1.5 TB. There were on-chip processors for
data compression, cryptographic, and decimal
floating-point operations and 50 new instructions
were added, mostly focused on compiled code
efficiency. Also introduced was HiperDispatch,
which all but eliminated data latency between
LPARs, of importance to cloud configurations,
particularly when Linux on System z applications
were connecting with a z/OS-based DB2 or IMS
database.
In a consolidation model created by IBM
comparing the resource requirements for a 3200
virtual machine workload running Linux on Intel
servers, the z10EC was 15 times more space efficient and over 20 times more power efficient.27
The z10BC Business Class system introduced
later in the year was designed for simplicity, flexibility, and lower cost. Ten user-configurable
processors were available for standard z engines
(cores)28 and specialty engines, including IFLs,
26

This is an economic choice as IFLs are priced considerably
lower than standard z/architecture processors as stated earlier.
27
In this comparison, a z10EC with a 64-way IFL configuration is capable of running at modest utilization rates the same
workload as an array of 1600 x86 cores running Linux. It is
obvious the manpower requirements to manage each of these
would vastly favor the mainframe. In addition, the z10EC
would have an availability of 99.999% or better; this rate is
highly unlikely for an x86 configuration of this size.
28
Limited to a maximum of 5 for standard z engines.
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thus enabling a significantly greater number of
z/VM and Linux on System z images. Also, a
non-raised-floor configuration was available
which could result in lower data center costs, of
interest to smaller enterprises certainly. By this
point, Linux on System z was driving a lot of the
mainframe’s growth of MIPS.
Contemporaneous IBM-sponsored surveys
indicated that System z was actively supporting
web serving, web application serving, data serving, and development at more than half of the
installations. Business intelligence, e-commerce,
and network serving applications also were common. These workloads are typical of those that
ordinarily might found in distributed server (x86)
implementations of a public or private cloud.
The offering of a mixed-mode mainframe
platform capable of running of Linux on System z in an LPAR while running native mainframe operating systems and, more importantly, the IFL offering with its use of z/VM as the
cloud manager for many virtual Linux images
running under its control are where the mainframe can be said to have become an open
cloud computing platform. While this all
depended on decades of mainframe inventiveness and underpinnings, to the less-informed
outsider, the IFL probably is the clearest
mainframe cloud milestone.

(6) The Hybrid Mainframe Redefines
Enterprise Computing
It would be fair to say that even the closest of
mainframe watchers were caught by surprise
when he zEnterprise 196 (z196) was revealed
publicly in July 2010. At this point in my professional career, I had been retired from IBM for a
little over a year and now was an industry analyst
for The Clipper Group. However, while still with
IBM in my last assignment in the department that
was responsible for mainframe pricing, I was well
aware of the products that were in the development stream. It was recognized that pricing a
product that had its roots in mainframe technology but which also integrated non-mainframe
technology was going to be challenging. The
pricing models for both hardware and software
were quite different in these domains, so the
result had to make sense in both worlds and not
become an impediment to customers’ consideration. So I was pleasantly surprised when I attended the zEnterprise announcement event in New
York City. The new mainframe was not to be the
“z11” that many had expected. The consensus
reaction was that only IBM had the vision, the
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technology, and incentives to take so innovative a
step.
The zEnterprise system reflected the
acknowledgment of several key facts that had
been emerging in the IT industry: First, most
modern enterprise data centers consist of multiple
platform architectures and will continue to be for
the foreseeable future. Second, enterprise data
center managers have been struggling with understanding the means, technically and financial, to
deal with the plethora of technologies and their
integration. And third, the most rational and effective solutions lie in focusing the management
and control of the required resources around their
core systems. The announcement of the zEnterprise system, beginning with the high-end z196,
was the IBM’s first step in addressing these issues
with its mainframe offerings. Existing cloud infrastructures on distributed systems, particularly
those that required fast, reliable, and secure connections to mainframe processes, could be incorporated under a common end-to-end mainframe
management envelope.
The zEnterprise 196 (z196) central processing
unit29, with a choice of five models, consists of up
to ninety-six 5.2 gHz processors, the fastest in the
industry to date, eighty of which were userconfigurable (80-IFL with Linux on System z
server configurations were now possible) and delivering a total usable capacity exceeding 50,000
MIPS. The processor chip included numerous
cache enhancements, added 100 new instructions,
a super-scalar pipeline, and Out-of-Order (OOO)
instruction provided substantial improvements to
CPU-intensive, Java, and C++ applications
(especially important to modern apps), along with
traditional workloads including batch and transaction-oriented systems, such as CICS, IMS, and
DB2. Moreover, the z196 delivered its potential
in an environmental footprint similar to its predecessor, the z10EC.
In addition, the z196 could be coupled
through two high-speed internal links, one for
data and one for control, to a zEnterprise
BladeCenter Extension (zBX). The zBX could be
populated with either IBM Power Systems blade
servers or IBM System x (x86 architecture) blade
servers or a mix of both up to a maximum of 896
cores. The Power Systems blades operated with
IBM AIX while the System x blades operated

with Linux. Now, there was a more meaningful
definition for hybrid computing, as zEnterprise
incorporated three processor architectures (mainframe, POWER, and Intel x86).
The third element of the IBM zEnterprise
System was the zEnterprise Unified Resource
Manager, or zManager. This was the glue, the
software management piece that unified the processing resources of the z196 and the zBX
through its hardware, platform, and service management functions. The zManager was distributed as an extension to and operates through the
zEnterprise Hardware Management Console
(HMC). Specifically, the zManager provided:
 Hypervisor management and creation of virtual networks
 Operational controls, service and support for
hardware/firmware
 Network management of private and secure
data and support networks
 Energy monitoring and management
 Workload awareness and platform performance management
 Virtualization management – a single view
of virtualization across the platform
Of course, all of these are important to running
enterprise-class clouds of computing.
The attractiveness of the z196 was in the system being designed and built using well-known
and well-understood but heterogeneous computing elements, where each brought its unique
strengths to bear on the common goal, that being
to provide the most optimized mix of power, efficiency, and resiliency to the delivery of information technology services. The need for both
vertical and horizontal scale as well as the diverse
needs for specialized services is well-fulfilled
with this new IBM hybrid model. The combined
power and virtualization capabilities of almost
1000 cores (across the z196 and zBX blade servers) under unified and secure management truly
were revolutionary. With this announcement,
IBM brought forth and embraced its vision of
integrated mainframe-based hybrid systems as
a true fulfillment of the cloud computing
model on the mainframe platform.
In July 2011, IBM extended the zEnterprise
hybrid model to the midrange with the
announcement of the zEnterprise 114 (z114)30.

29

30

More detail can be found in The Clipper Group Navigator entitled The IBM zEnterprise System Reaches Out —
Higher, Wider and Deeper, dated July 22, 2010, and available
at http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2010033.pdf.

For more detail on the z114, see The Clipper Group
Navigator dated July 12, 2011, entitled IBM zEnterprise in
the Midmarket - Revolution or Evolution?, which is available
at http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2011024.pdf.
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The system included all the elements of the z196
announcement a year earlier, including the zBX
and the zManager, but limited the system to a
total standard capacity of 3100 MIPS. This was
delivered in two models with up to 10 userconfigurable processors plus the capacity and
flexibility offered by the Power Systems or System x server blades within the zBX. The year
was capped with the announcement in October
for the support of Windows Server on the zBX
System x blade servers, each of which could potentially be defined as cloud servers with access
to data on the mainframe, in addition to the existing support for Linux. With this much anticipated enhancement, the “window” of opportunity to
address flexible, resilient, and secure cloud computing requirements expanded dramatically.31
The Current Generation Continues the
Mainframe Transformation
In August 2012, IBM announced its latest and
the current high-end mainframe, the zEnterprise
zEC12 (zEC12)32, adding significantly more
capacity and incorporating a number of technical
advances. A new 6-processor (core) chip running
at an industry-fastest 5.5 gHz was introduced,
becoming the building block for 120 active cores,
101 of which were data-center-configurable. Its
total capacity exceeded 78,000 MIPS and was
able to deliver this in essentially the same power/cooling/footprint as the z10EC, two generations earlier. Again, the instruction set was
expanded, on this occasion to enhance Decimal
Floating Point operations. A number of innovative features were introduced that resulted in
significant improvements in the system’s availability, security, and reduced data latency.
In July 2013, IBM announced the twelfth
generation midrange, the zEnterprise BC12
(zBC12).33 Inherited from its big brother was the
six-core chip, running at about 75% of the rate on
the zEC12. With a single-engine MIPS rate of
1064, a z/OS maximum configuration of six CPs
delivered a total capacity of 4900 MIPS,
31

For more details, see The Clipper Group Navigator
entitled IBM’s zEnterprise Really Stretches Its Boundaries –
New Windows Are Opened, dated August 12, 2011, and
available at
32
For more detail on the zEC12, see The Clipper Group
Navigator entitled The IBM zEnterprise EC12 - Bigger,
Better, Faster, dated August 28, 2012, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2012019.pdf.
33
For more detail on the zBC12, see The Clipper Group
Navigator entitled IBM’s zEnterprise BC12 - More of
What You Want, dated July 23, 2013, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2013013.pdf.
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expressed as z/OS capacity. With a maximum
configuration of 13 cores, the actual maximum
capacity of the zBC12 processor is a good deal
larger, the equivalent of about 8700 MIPS, when
the computing capacity’s seven special-purpose
processors are included. With a midrange mainframe entry price of less than $100K, it had the
potential to grow to a 13 IFL configuration hosting z/VM and Linux on System z. Included were
support for Microsoft Windows Server 2012 (on
zBX); enhanced workload policy-based performance management for AIX, Linux on System x,
and Microsoft Windows; and improved availability across the zEnterprise ensemble with alerts
and notifications for zBX virtual blade servers in
remote recovery configurations.
Data Analytics Solutions Means Get
Answers Quicker
In 2012 along with the zEC12 announcement,
IBM announced enhanced capabilities for accelerated, real-time analysis of mainframe data
without having to duplicate or move it from
where it naturally resides in DB2 databases via
the IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS Version 3 (IDAA V3)34. Powered by Netezza technology, the Accelerator V3, as it is known, is a
workload-optimized
appliance
specifically
designed to assist enterprises meet the challenge
of complex analytical needs. It can lower the
turnaround time and predictability of complex
queries dramatically; 1000 or more times performance improvements having been observed in
The Accelerator is
real-world applications.
directly attached through high-speed links to any
zEnterprise processor as a logical extension of
DB2; query tuning is eliminated as well as the
need to create and maintain indices. The Accelerator is completely transparent to the users and
applications; therefore no query modifications are
required to begin to exploit its performance.35
More recently, a relatively new firm,
Veristorm, Inc., of Santa Clara36, has demonstrated mainframe capabilities for Big Data analysis
most closely associated with Hadoop Map Reduce and huge arrays of x86 servers and RAID
storage. Mainframe users commonly accumulate
34

The IDAA V2 was announced in October 2011 and was
available for attachment to the z196 and z114. It provided
essentially the same function as the later version.
35
For more detail on the IDAA and analytics on zEnterprise,
see The Clipper Group Navigator entitled Addressing
New Business Analytics Challenges - When the IBM zEnterprise Really Makes Sense, dated December 21, 2012, and
available at
.
36
See http://www.veristorm.com/.
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huge volumes of transaction data, usually associated with services about their clients and customers, and log data, usually associated with data
base management and recovery systems. Gleaning intelligence from this unstructured data is an
enormous task that this company is addressing by
an offering exclusively for Linux on a System z
called VStorm Enterprise. It includes a set of data
collectors that facilitate the movement and transformation of z/OS data to HDFS (Hadoop Distributed Files System) files. It also includes
zDoop, the first commercially-supported Hadoop
distribution for System z.
Why do this? First, very large amounts of
sensitive data do not have to be moved to distributed platforms, which is very costly and time
consuming when done frequently. Second, in
doing so, all the redundancies of servers, storage
media, and data usually associated with HDFS
systems are avoided. Third, it is very efficient. In
recent tests at IBM’s Poughkeepsie Laboratory,
two billion records were collected and processed
in two hours using the capacity of only two IFLs
(roughly 2500 MIPS) and DS8800 storage for the
transformed files. This suggests that new uses for
the modern mainframe have yet to be limited.
Clearly, cloud thinking was driving much
of the new innovation with the current mainframe offerings from IBM. If you truly want a
hybrid cloud (say running Linux on mainframe
IFLs, on Power Systems blades and on System x
blades, plus Windows on System x blades, with
tightly-coupled analytics via IDAA and/or
VStorm Enterprise), no one besides IBM is giving you that kind of open cloud diversity. Plus, if
you have enterprise applications running on
mainframes (say, on z/OS), especially with DB2
or IMS databases, you have many possibilities of
tightly linking the open clouds with mainframeresident data, without need to create and transfer
one or more copies of that data to another location. These all are examples of mainframebased enterprise cloud computing at the
ultimate extreme.

(7) Today’s Mainframe Focuses on
Enterprise Clouds
Many of the recent improvements to the
mainframe environment – some hardware and
some software – have been focused on delivering
enterprise-class cloud solutions. These include:
 Cross-platform coherence and management
 The Enterprise Linux Server Offering
 The Enterprise Cloud System Offering
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Collectively, these make for well-rounded and
well-managed mainframe-based cloud solutions.
Each of these will be discussed.
Smarter Infrastructure Brings Coherence to
Cross-Platform Management
Public and private enterprises can be said to
share the common goal of more effective business
results through (1) improving customer satisfaction through better reach and relationships; (2)
becoming more agile to respond to rapid changes
in their service environment: and (3) by optimizing infrastructure to reduce TCO, which translates
into better value for IT investments. This needs
to be accomplished by meeting the challenges of
systems management processes that bridge the
needs of both the system(s) of record (home to
transaction, database, and command and control
systems) and systems of engagement (where the
interaction and collaboration with end users takes
place).
Systems of record are commonly associated
with System z mainframes. Systems of engagement usually provide the on-ramp for diverse
cloud workloads. Quite often, these activities
have to be accomplished with the highest qualities of service for security, reliability, and consistency – the qualities best demonstrated by System z’s well-integrated hardware and software
technology. The aforementioned bridging can be
broken down into three related areas – automation, performance management, and IT analytics.
IBM Tivoli System Automation

IBM’s Tivoli System Automation family –
including System Automation Application Manager, System Automation for z/OS, and System
Automation for Multiplatforms (for Linux, IBM
AIX, Windows, and Solaris) – are focused on
improving enterprise-wide availability. Capabilities include initiating, executing, and coordinating
the automated starting, stopping, restarting, and
failing-over of application components or an
entire composite application, thus reducing the
frequency and duration of incidents that will affect availability. They provide goal-driven automation of policies to simplify operations, reduce
costs, and support business goals. Dashboards
are available through a Web-based, easy-to-use
GUI to monitor and initiate configuration
changes. High availability and disaster recovery
are enhanced through support for z/OS systems,
Parallel Sysplex clusters, and GDPS configurations. These offerings provide continued focus on
improved serviceability, event logging, and auditability (a much overlooked requirement) for
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applications end-to-end across multiple platforms.
The IBM Tivoli Workload Automation product leverages new technologies in support of
cloud workloads to reduce costs (by mapping
environment constraints), decreased risks (by automated trouble ticket management), and
enhanced reach into cloud environments by automated provisioning and additional self-service
capabilities.
IBM Cloud Management Suite for System z

Focusing on provisioning for System z, IBM
recently has introduced the Cloud Management
Suite for System z. The suite provides dynamic
provisioning for enterprise-critical workloads
with the added capability for monitoring performance and backup of associated data and also
provides the infrastructure for running critical
workloads on Linux for System z – with high
availability and high security.
Costs are reduced by providing the ability to
quickly and easily provision a workload on to
System z through a self-service portal running on
a distributed system. Risk is reduced by providing the tooling for performance management of
the cloud infrastructure, and backup and restore
of associated workload storage. Monitoring services for the suite are provided by OMEGAMON,
discussed next.
IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON Performance
Management Suite

The IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON Performance
Management Suite provides a complete monitoring solution with visibility and management for
System z across z/OS subsystems (including
DB2, CICS, IMS, MQ, and WAS), as well as
mainframe networks and storage. Integrated
monitoring through a common portal facilitates
quick identification and fixing of performance
problems caused by hung users, looping, and
locked resources. Efficiency is improved by
reducing the number of address spaces and monitors required and by off-loading CICS monitoring
from z/OS MIPS onto a lower cost zIIP
processor.37 IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for
z/OS can monitor up to 490 performance and
availability metrics, and includes monitoring for
Sysplex, the Cryptographic Coprocessor, and
special-purpose processor utilization. Newly
added enhancements include visibility of the IBM
37

zIIP (z Integrated Information Processor) is a special purpose processor (core) which offloads specific z/OS workloads
including various XML System Services, IPSec (Internet Protocol Security), parts of DB2 DRDA, star schema, and HiperSockets for large messages in addition to the above.
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DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), and more
efficient IMS application tracing.
z/VM and Linux on System z cloud implementations imply large numbers of virtual
machine images. Performance and availability
monitoring are provided by IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for z/VM and IBM Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for Linux on System z. These facilitate the comparison of operations, such as CPU
(core) usage, I/O statistics, and network performance across platforms. Performance monitoring
includes bottleneck analysis and user-contention
detection.
Advanced IT analytical capacities are necessary to understand and exploit the data being generated by the numerous systems and subsystems
commonly found in a mainframe environment.
They are essential for predicting potential and
ongoing problems within the scope of z/OS. To
that end, the latest release of OMEGAMON XE
V5 has extended its predictive analytics capability
by providing support to zAware38, which will
result of improved productivity.
Virtualization Management Enhanced by IBM
Wave for z/VM

IBM’s acquisition of CSL International in
August 2013 brought the CSL-Wave product
technology into the z/VM portfolio. Now called
IBM Wave for z/VM, it offers very significant and
innovative improvements to the management of
larger and more complex deployments of z/VM
virtual machines, especially Linux images. IBM
Wave for z/VM organizes, unifies, and simplifies
many operations that will result in significant
productivity savings. Essentially, it is Linuxadministrator friendly in that it doesn’t require
traditional mainframe knowledge and experience
and delivers a click, drag, and drop administrative
console. It offers the following benefits.
 A single dashboard simplifies administrative
and management of virtualized servers.
 Reduces time to perform complex management tasks.
 Extends the reach of existing (nonmainframe) skills.
 Provides accurate views of the system that
result in improved quality and consistency
of operations.

38

zAware functionality and benefits are extensively covered
in The Clipper Group Navigator entitled The
IBM zEnterprise EC12 - Bigger, Better, Faster, dated
August
28,
2012,
and
available
at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2012019.pdf.
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Exhibit 2 — IBM Mainframe is the Ultimate Enterprise Cloud
Open Linux
Environment
• Red Hat/SUSE
• 3000+ Applications

Hypervisor and
Virtualization
Management

{
{

Linux Linux Linux
Guests Guests Guests

Cloud Management
Virtualization Management
LPAR

LPAR

LPAR

I/O and Network

IBM Storage

Fully Automated Cloud
Management Suite

{

}
}

}

Utility Pricing and MSP
Flexible Financing

Trusted, 24/7
IBM Support

Award Winning
Hardware Design

IFLs

 Integrated
 Delivered in 30-45 Days
 Production Ready in Hours

Memory

Enterprise Cloud System based on
zBC12* Server

 Scale up to 6000 VMs
 99.99%+ Availability
 EAL4 Server Security

Source: IBM

 Reduces risk of errors by delegating key
tasks to appropriate authority.
 Accelerates steps required for virtual server
cloning and provisioning.
There is no question that the combination of
z/VM, IBM Wave, and Linux on System z in
IBM’s enhanced ELS solution offering
(described in the next section) provides an ideal integrated virtualized infrastructure and
virtualization management essential to a mainframe-based cloud solution.

The Enterprise Linux Server Reintroduced
The concept of an Enterprise Linux Server
(ELS) on System z is not new. The first models
of a System z that were offered with IFL-only
configurations date back to January 2002, as
mentioned earlier.39 Currently, IFLs account for
one-third of System z MIPS shipped, and onethird of all System z customers have enabled
Linux through this facility. The 2014 announcement of an entry level zBC12-based40 ELS brings
significantly greater scale and improved priceperformance to this solution, compared to previous offerings. Up to 13 processor cores may be
configured as IFLs supporting Linux for System

z. Up to 40 virtual servers per processor can be
deployed yielding up to 520 Linux server images
in a single footprint41. The integrity of the Linux
servers is protected by the exceptional reliability
of System z processors and the secure isolation
provided by z/VM’s virtual server partitioning
to provide superior levels of availability and
security.
Red Hat and SUSE Linux, and OpenStack
Cloud distributions are supported.42 IBM is
offering pre-packaged Enterprise Linux Server
solutions that includes all necessary hardware,
hypervisor, and maintenance and comes with a
total cost of ownership that promises to be very
attractive, both operationally and with respect to
ROI, when compared to x86-based distributed
servers with a typical software stack.
In laboratory studies by IBM, a deployment
of 3200 virtual machines on a zEC12 would
result in cost savings as much 80% for energy,
90% for floor space, and 70% in labor costs over
a three year period, all at 90% resource utilization
rate. And, at the end of the period, the server
assets can be upgraded at costs much less than
total replacement of hardware and software typi41

39

The first IFL-only mainframe was the z800 Model 0LF.
40
An ELS solution may include a either zEC12, zBC12, z196,
or a z114.

The actual number of images achievable is workload and
configuration dependent.
42
The Linux stack must be obtained from a qualified distributor, who in turn provides support for the Linux environment.
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cal for replacement of aging x86-based distributed servers.
Announced Today – Enterprise Cloud
System – Complete, Easy to Deploy, and
Price Competitive
The IBM Enterprise Cloud System (ECS)
solution is being announced today to address the
needs of enterprises and service providers that
desire a low-cost, low-risk solution for entry into
a scalable cloud deployment model. The ECS is
a high-availability and secure solution that consists of an integrated, pre-configured, and factory
tested system, which includes a processor (zBC12
or zEC12), networking, and storage (DS887043 or
Storwize V700044), with options for system model, number of IFLs, memory, and I/O ports. The
software ensemble includes z/VM 6.3 with
several security, maintenance, and performance,
and backup/restore features, IBM Wave
(described previously), and the Cloud Management Suite for System z (also described above),
which includes OMEGAMON XE for z/VM and
Linux, Tivoli Storage Manager, and the SmartCloud Orchestrator.
The Enterprise Cloud System solution will be
offered as a utility pricing model that is based on
“pay-for-use” – with a 36-month fixed-leased
component and a variable-usage component, payable quarterly, which will apply above a set
threshold of IFL core utilization. The IBM promise is for a complete, very fast time-to-value
solution with discounted bottom-line pricing that
will compete very favorably against an equivalent
x86 configurations, as well as typical public cloud
offerings, but with the enhanced security and
flexibility of an on-premises enterprise-class
cloud solution that will easily scale to meet enterprise’s needs.
The Enterprise Cloud System solution is a
much broader offering than the Enterprise Linux
Server (described earlier) and is more focused on
providing a complete, integrated, and pretested
enterprise cloud solution. The ECS solution,
though limited to the most current zEnterprise
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system processors, also includes a choice of storage and I/O configurations, and a more complete
suite of software performance and management
tools focused on the management of an enterprise
cloud deployment. (See the illustration in Exhibit
2, at the top of the previous page.) Of course,
ELS configurations can, on an a-la-carte basis,
include any software or hardware products or features that are included with the ECS.

Conclusion
The title of this paper also is the conclusion:
IBM zEnterprise is
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure
However, that is an understatement, as I have
discussed for many pages. With cloud thinking throughout its five decades, the conclusion probably should be:
IBM Mainframe Defines
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure
Even that seems to be incomplete. Given that no
other platform can do what it does, how about:

IBM Mainframe Exemplifies
Enterprise Cloud Infrastructure
That is the important takeaway.
IBM’s zEnterprise offers an
extraordinary set of enterprise-class cloud solutions.
Don’t let popular thinking sway
you from considering the most
complete and contemporary
enterprise cloud solution. With
the cloud challenges ahead, you
won’t regret it!

SM
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For more on the IBM DS8870, see When Infrastructure
Really Matters - A Focus on High-End Storage in the October
12, 2012 issue of The Clipper Group Navigator, available at http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2012021.pdf.
44
For more on the IBM V7000, see IBM Brings Enterprise
Functionality to Mid-Range Storage in the October 7, 2010
issue of The Clipper Group Navigator, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2010047.pdf and also
Significantly Improving Storage Efficiency - IBM Delivers
Real-time Compression on Unified Storage in the October 2,
2012 issue of The Clipper Group Navigator, available
at http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2012013.pdf.
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